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WAYMAKING BY MOONLIGHT 
 

Tonight, the moon is weighted light  
and shadow. When she arose opposite  
the sun setting, she lit—as she rose—  
 
in a single moment—basin and range,  
wave summit and trough, plinth and pillar.  
Lit, as well, a cacophony—an ecstasy—  
 
of marsh birds: red-wings, willets, and soras.  
Ibises. Now, the leucocyte moon and her luminate  
stars sketch faint paths. She tugs at the core  
 
of earth’s stone, sea, and storm. They curve.  
We work our worn way along shorelines,  
crevasses cracked black across the ice, a fissure  
 
broken bright against the stone. At night  
the meek move. Being-by-being, stream nymphs  
cast loose and drift. Moths climb from flat dark  
 
toward the lanterns’ glow. Voles, pack rats,  
and wolves in concert—all leave their prints  
in the pale dust. This is the coyotes’ hour,  
 
the foxes’, & the owls’. Moth wings—four  
micro-second-hands—beat quick and wild  
against cheek and scalp. The titanium light  
 
of dream tempts the eye to close,  
so the written word can turn to food,  
to pathways and perceptions. Watch your step. 
 
By moonlight we pick our way by feel:  
thought and the labyrinth sense  
of muscle, pressure, tendon, skin & joint  
 
the foxes’, & the owls’. Moth wings—four  
micro-second-hands—beat quick and wild  
against cheek and scalp. The titanium light  

of dream tempts the eye to close,  
so the written word can turn to food,  
to pathways and perceptions. Watch your step. 
 
By moonlight we pick our way by feel:  
thought and the labyrinth sense  
of muscle, pressure, tendon, skin & joint  
 
set against caution, the near-dread  
of losing our bearings and the entwined  
tracks of our felt obligations.  
 
Wading thirty seconds in half a foot  
of ground-fog can hobble  
even a quick and nimble horse.  
 
By trail and dead-reckoning we skirt  
and transit cobble, shingle, fractured talus,  
polished slabs of granite, boulders,  
 
hexagonal shafts of long-cooled lava.  
Roots worn to steps cross the trail  
of mud, poison oak, fir cones,  
 
loose stones, bound stones, and shelves  
of stone; trails hidden beneath leaves.  
By moonlight, color bleeds away  
 
and only the phantom orchid glows.  
We hum in our fatigue, heed the draw  
and resistance of lethargic senses.  
 
Through gloved intension and sly  
happenstance we wind somewhere.  
The moon is not fixed but her behavior  
 
can be known. We search out solidity.  
One more dawn to dusk.  
One more dusk to dawn.

 
 

BILL YAKE 

Long a resident of the Pacific Northwest, Bill Yake has made poems since the late 60s.  
There were years he worked lookouts, road construction, and cemeteries. He's fought forest fires and run a sub-

three-hour marathon. During a 25-year career with Washington State's Department of Ecology as an environmental 
scientist and engineer, Bill diagnosed malfunctioning sewage treatment plants and tracked poisons in waters, fish, 
and soils. He teamed with environmental trainees in Tunisia and authored the Washington State Dioxin Source 

Assessment. Since retiring, Bill has traveled with his wife, Jeannette, to Papua New Guinea and Mongolia, to Sicily 
and the illustrated caves of France. Throughout, he has studied natural history, read abundantly, and thought hard 

about evolution and the place of humans in nature. All the while Bill has been making poems and images. 
Waymaking by Moonlight tracks these years and contains an estimable selection of Yake's creations. His previous 

collections of poetry include This Old Riddle: Cormorants and Rain and Unfurl, Kite, and Veer, from Radiolarian Press. 
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